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ABSTRACT
Networks and networking technologies are the key components of Big Data

systems. Modern and future wireless sensor networks (WSN) act as one of the
major sources of data for Big Data systems. Wireless networking technologies
allow to offload the traffic generated by WSNs to the Internet access points for
further delivery to the cloud storage systems. In this thesis we concentrate on
the detailed analysis of the following two networking aspects of future Big Data
systems: (i) efficient data collection algorithms in WSNs and (ii) wireless data
delivery to the Internet access points.

The performance evaluation and optimization models developed in the thesis
are based on the application of probability theory, theory of stochastic processes,
Markov chain theory, stochastic and integral geometries and the queuing theory.

The introductory part discusses major components of Big Data systems,
identify networking aspects as the subject of interest and formulates the tasks
for the thesis. Further, different challenges of Big Data systems are presented in
detail with several competitive architectures highlighted. After that, we proceed
investigating data collection approaches in modern and future WSNs. We back
up the possibility of using the proposed techniques by providing the associated
performance evaluation results. We also pay attention to the process of collected
data delivery to the Internet backbone access point, and demonstrate that the
capacity of conventional cellular systems may not be sufficient for a set of WSN
applications including both video monitoring at macro-scale and sensor data
delivery from the nano/micro scales. Seeking for a wireless technology for data
offloading from WSNs, we study millimeter and terahertz bands. We show
there that the interference structure and signal propagation are fundamentally
different due to the required use of highly directional antennas, human blocking
and molecular absorption. Finally, to characterize the process of collected data
transmission from a number of WSNs over the millimeter wave or terahertz
backhauls we formulate and solve a queuing system with multiple auto correlated
inputs and the service distribution corresponding to the transmission time over
a wireless channel with hybrid automatic repeat request mechanism taken into
account.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Research Motivation

Over the last decade, various technologies have moved to the qualitatively
new phase of development. Mobile wireless communications, new data collec-
tion, new data retrieval and new data processing techniques have been intro-
duced together with a cloud approach to storing data. All of that with the
Internet of Everything paradigm [2] formed a new concept of the Big Data [3].

Although many businesses are nowadays implementing their own data collec-
tion techniques and data analytics for their purposes, efficiency of those methods
can be far from optimal not just because of the cost of data but also due to the
non real-time nature of solutions, their low energy efficiency, loss of data during
the data delivery process and insufficient utilization of novel data sources. The
efforts in this direction are currently oriented towards unification and standard-
ization of various processes related to Big Data models. Particularly, one of
the major research questions addressed is development of efficient data analysis
algorithms for getting additional value from the large arrays of heterogeneous
information.

Historically, a wireless sensor network (WSN) has been considered one of the
most important sources of Big Data. Importantly, it is the collection of WSNs
that are conventionally treated as the sources of Big Data, not particular systems
in isolation. With the advances in telecommunications technologies, the ever
increasing needs from different authorities for more data, availability of various
sensors on the open market, and further miniaturization of end systems, WSNs
are finding new applications not only at macro-scales but on micro- and nano-
scales. Furthermore, conventional WSNs continue to evolve further, covering
more application scenarios. In the near future, we may witness the appearance
of WSNs that would generate much more data than before and could prove to
be a single source for a Big Data system.

In the above mentioned context we can identify two problems of future WSNs
acting as sources for Big Data systems [P1]. These are: (i) specifying efficient
data collection algorithms and (ii) solving the problem of data delivery to the
Internet access points (and, eventually, to cloud storage). The first problem is
related to changing the data collection algorithms in conventional WSNs such
that their application scope can be effectively expanded while reducing the cost
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

of data and extending the lifetime of networks. For completely novel systems
including those of macro- and micro-scale, we need to develop novel data col-
lection techniques.

The second problem is related to finding a way to efficiently offload data
from the networks acting as sources for Big Data systems. Indeed, with the
fast growing number of systems using Big Data we understand the limitations
in existing infrastructure for data collection and delivery. Although we have
different wireless communication technologies available today such as Wi-Fi,
LTE, etc., their characteristics may not satisfy the growing demands in terms
of capacity and may not guarantee reliable delivery of the data from the source
to the data collection hub. One of the potential options is to move higher
in the frequency band from microwave systems (conventional Wi-Fi and LTE
technologies) to millimeter wave (mm-wave, 30-300GHz) and terahertz (THz,
0.3-3THz) systems [4].

This thesis focuses on addressing the above mentioned two problems for
modern and future WSNs having the potential to become new data sources for
Big Data systems.

1.2 Background of Big Data and challenges
Different technological advancements of the previous decade have led to the

dramatic increase in the amount of data collected from different sources and
persisted in data storage. Good examples of data storage progression over time:
e-mails, then to social networks, and further to data collection from various
monitoring systems and sensors. Data was collected not just for the purposes
of users but also for future business development. Analysis of various customer
data allows companies to later develop new products adjusted accordingly to
the customer. Due to the huge amount of data which needed to be collected,
transferred, processed and analyzed, researchers formed key measures and char-
acteristics of Big Data [5, 6] which are often described as “five Vs” [P1]:

• Volume. The first inherent characteristic is the amount of data presumed
in Big Data applications. While this is not the only aspect, it is usually
the size of the data that determines the value and potential of the data
under consideration. Huge size of data places obvious constraints for data
storage at the processing points and data delivery via the network.

• Variety. This is another inherent characteristic of Big Data application
describing the different nature of data and also different semantics in data
representation. This information is often available having the knowledge
of the data sources and needs to be supplied to a pre-processing decision
entity to their advantage and thus upholding the importance of Big Data.

• Velocity. The term ”velocity” in the context of Big Data refers to the
speed of data generation. High rate of data generation places challenges
on network delivery and data processing. One straightforward example is
sensor network where the data generation process might be controlled by
prescribed length of measurement intervals.

• Veracity. This term describes the ”quality” of obtained data. The quality
is often understood in context of reliability and trust as the generated
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data could vary greatly with respect to these metrics.

• Value. This characteristic refers to the complexity of using Big Data ap-
plication for getting the results. Data management can become a very
complex process, especially, when large volumes of data come from mul-
tiple sources. These data need to be linked and correlated in order to be
able to grasp the information that is supposed to be conveyed by these
data.

All these characteristics also generate restrictions and requirements to the net-
works infrastructure and management of resources. It all requires a plenty of
computational resources and the analysis is often performed using computa-
tional clouds.

Cloud computing is an extremely successful paradigm of service-oriented
computing, and has revolutionized the way computing infrastructure is ab-
stracted and used. Three most popular cloud paradigms include: Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service
(SaaS). The concept however can also be extended to Database as a Service
or Storage as a Service. Authors in [7] have reported about security issues
associated with Big Data in cloud computing. Cloud computing plays a very
vital role in protecting data, applications and the related infrastructure with the
help of policies, technologies, controls, and Big Data tools. Cloud computing
comes with numerous security issues because it encompasses many technolo-
gies including networks, databases, operating systems, virtualization, resource
scheduling, transaction management, load balancing, concurrency control and
memory management. Hence, security issues of these systems and technologies
are applicable to cloud computing. Among others the challenges of security
in cloud computing environments also include network level. Some research
projects like in [8] conducted to the area of Big Data processing in a cloud en-
vironment have shown some dynamic load balancing methods and data stream
distribution for better processing the data as these two problems are very impor-
tant in terms of limited processing capabilities. In [9] there were proposed some
challenges in terms of Big Data applications. Big Data introduced challenges
driven by both user requirements (closeness/availability of data, real-time data
and results delivery) and technical challenges (parallel computations might not
be simple due to different types of data context, etc.). It brings two fundamen-
tal problems: how to deliver the data to/from the user in real time and how
to properly manage computational tasks in a cloud by taking into account the
inherent properties of Big Data.

1.3 Networks as a sources of Big Data
Recent advances in wireless communications and electronics have enabled

the development of low-cost, low-power, multifunctional sensor nodes that are
small in size and communicate untethered in a short distances. These tiny
and generally simple sensor nodes consist of sensing units, data processing, and
communication components [10, 11, 12]. They can be deployed to provide in-
situ, real-time data about the state of the environment or different objects. A
large number of such nodes deployed over large areas can potentially collaborate
with each other.
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1.3.1 Networks as generators of data

Even though wireless sensor networks have come a long way, a number of
issues are still open and deserve further investigation. Clearly, the large amount
of sensors involved can produce a lot of data which should be converted into
meaningful information (analyzed). To achieve this, one needs to answer a
number of questions such as what needs to be sensed, who should sense, whom
the data must be passed on to, how are the data routed to the destination
etc. On top of these, to answer these questions, one needs to take into account
several constraints like the limited power of each sensor node, its low processing
capabilities and bandwidth, the dynamic nature of the sensor field (nodes may
move or “die” due to energy depletion).

Over the last decade researchers addressed this problem identifying a number
of feasible solutions such as multi-path routing, clusterization, data aggregation,
in-network data processing, etc. However, none of those are general enough
to be applicable to an arbitrary deployment [13]. On top of this, the routed
principle of WSNs adds to this problem. Indeed, networking mechanisms such as
neighbor discovery, connectivity and topology maintenance, routing and packet
forwarding require substantial amount of energy [14].

Quite interesting solutions for sensor networks nowadays are monitoring sys-
tems with the use of audio and video sensors while operating in the crowds of
people. Though amount of data collected from such networks is extremely huge
there are several open issues for researchers about data collection from such
networks and data delivery to the data storages which involve energy-efficiency
and network lifetime [15, 16].

An inherent feature of modern and forthcoming Big Data applications is ap-
pearance of new sources of data. In addition to classic wireless sensor network,
currently, there is a great interest in micro- and nano-scale networks includ-
ing bacteria-based systems [17]. This concept is an extension of macro-scale
networks to extremely small devices. Applications where those networks are
utilized may potentially generate huge arrays of data and can be characterized
by all five Vs we introduced above.

1.3.2 Big Data delivery

The Figure 1.3.1 shows the schematic diagram of the network structure of
data collection from different networks and data delivery to the data storage
center where data analytics routines should apply. Wireless connection between
the data delivery network and the data storage is presented there as one of the
possible approaches or those case when wired connectivity does not exist and/or
cannot be used due to economic reasons.

One of the critical questions considering networks as potential sources of
Big Data is whether to process data in-network or transfer it to the data stor-
age. While for the sensor networks that question also influenced on the energy-
efficiency and resources distribution [18, 19], similar questions are in focus for
Big Data systems. The effect of network size on the number of bytes trans-
ferred in the network during query execution is a linear growth for in-network
data processing [19]. It requires more resources and takes more time to process
the data and life-time of the network is reducing dramatically. In the case of
the central data processing at the data storage, doubling the number of nodes
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Figure 1.3.1: Network structure of data collection and delivery to the data
storage.

results in 2,2 times increase of the size of transferred data. This trend holds
for all cache sizes and the very same trend is also reflected in the number of
messages that are passed through the network during query execution [19]. Ex-
perimental results in [20, 19] have shown that centralized data processing is a
viable alternative to in-network computing under various circumstances espe-
cially when the result accuracy, the response time, and the data reusability are
of primary concern, which are key parameters for Big Data systems. The key
research question there is which data delivery networks should be used for Big
Data systems, which would have better performance than traditional wireless
communication technologies. Several challenges, which will be further analyzed
in this thesis: efficient data collection from different networks including novel
data sources such as nano- and bio-networks and delivery of collected data to
the data storage.

1.4 Scope of the Thesis

In the thesis, we concentrate on conventional and future WSNs that are ex-
pected to act as individual sources of Big Data. We target two critical problems:
(i) data collection in WSNs and (ii) collected data delivery to the Internet back-
bone. Accordingly, the thesis is logically divided into two corresponding parts.

We start by analyzing the scope of current challenges for Big Data and
further focus on particular network challenges related to different WSNs. We
analyze performance of novel bacteria-based networks and modern environmen-
tal and audio/video monitoring systems. The presented analyses are related to
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efficient data collection for further delivery and processing.
We then proceed concentrating on the process of collected data delivery

to the Internet backbone access point. We demonstrated that the capacity of
conventional cellular system can be insufficient for a set of WSN applications
including both video monitoring at macro-scale and sensor data delivery from
the nano/micro scales. Moving up in the frequency band to millimeter and
THz bands, we show that these systems potentially provide enough capacity to
timely transfer large amounts of data.

Studying the forthcoming wireless communications systems operating in
mm-wave and THz bands we will demonstrate that the interference structure
in these systems is fundamentally different due to the required use of highly
directional antennas and the effects of human blocking and molecular absorp-
tion. Particularly, we will show that under certain conditions these systems may
operate in noise-limited regime relaxing requirements on interference mitigation
techniques.

Finally, to characterize the process of collected data transmission from a
number of networks over the millimeter wave or THz backhauls we will for-
mulate and solve a queuing system with multiple auto correlated inputs and
the service distribution corresponding to the transmission time over a wireless
channel with hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) mechanism taken into
account. The main conclusion is that even severe autocorrelations in individual
arrival flows are of secondary importance compared to the distribution of the
number of arriving packets allowing to use a simple queuing systems with uncor-
related inputs for performance analysis and dimensioning of the abovementioned
backhaul technologies.

1.5 Thesis Outline
This thesis is compound, and consists of an introductory part with five chap-

ters and conclusions, along with a compilation of six main publications referred
to as [P1]-[P6].

In Chapter 2 we start with the basic description of Big Data. We discuss
importance of Big Data, different models and challenges. We also briefly address
those critical aspects of Big Data concept that are not targeted in the thesis.
In Chapter 3 we concentrate our attention on WSNs acting as potential sources
of Big Data. We analyze data collection techniques in three different WSNs
including bacterial systems, conventional environment monitoring WSNs and
new flash crowd monitoring systems. In Chapter 4 we consider the question of
data delivery to the Internet backbone using the wireless backhauls operating in
THz or mm-wave frequency bands. Chapter 5 concludes the introductory part,
connecting all of the research.

The compilation part of the thesis summarizes the publications presented in
this thesis and highlights the author’s contribution to them.



Chapter 2

Big Data

Conceptually, the network challenges studied in this thesis are due to Big
Data systems evolution. Even though according to the Gartner, Big Data is
already in place with a set of associated technologies such as Internet of Things,
cloud technologies and machine learning [21], we are interested in Big Data
mainly in context of the networking technologies supporting data collection and
data delivery. In this chapter, we review the basics of Big Data influencing
the application development and networks functionality. Examples of Big Data
systems complete architectures are also provided together with the associated
challenges.

2.1 The importance and challenges of Big Data

Big Data is a broad term used to describe data sets so large or complex
that traditional data processing applications are inadequate. There are numer-
ous challenges when handling these data including analysis, capture, managing,
search, sharing, storage, transfer, visualization, and information privacy. The
term often refers simply to the use of predictive analytics or other certain ad-
vanced methods to extract value from data, and seldom to a particular size of
data set [5]. According to IDC forecasts (Worldwide Semiannual Big Data and
Analytics Spending Guide) published in 2016, worldwide revenues for big data
and business analytics will grow from nearly $122 billion in 2015 to more than
$187 billion in 2019. Typical characteristics of Big Data (or the five Vs) were
presented in the Chapter 1.

The growth of Big Data is nowadays accompanied by substantial rise of the
Internet of Things (IoT). With the modern rise of interest in the IoT, researchers
tend to give their own definitions of this term. While the exact definition of the
IoT is rather ambiguous we refer to the IoT as a way to facilitate the connection
between application and services of the virtual world and the physical world of
things, so that we will be able to control and sense our environment in better
and more efficient way. Combining the IoT and Big Data can even facilitate
new capabilities. For instance, systems configured with enough intelligence can
offer “mass customization”, which uses computer-aided manufacturing methods
to enable individually customized products produced with efficiency and costs
approaching mass production. Customers can thus have access to a new variety

7
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Figure 2.1.1: Data driven architecture with four planes: data, control, informa-
tion, and market.

of customized products at a less than a full-custom price, while manufacturers
are able to tap new markets and realize increased profits.

In the above mentioned context, it is important to remember how much
data all these ‘smart’ things generate and transmit over the network using such
technologies like sensor networks, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth etc. Big Data transform
the design philosophy of the networks and complex systems as well as the Inter-
net itself. There are usually challenges in terms of data processing time, data
transmission time and delivery of the information and what is more important
knowledge out of the information which should be gained out of the data col-
lected. In [22], there were presented new data-driven architectures based on
new network technologies providing data for the future Internet. Four planes
are based on data and management of resources required for data collection,
transmission and processing (Figure 2.1.1). Here, we present it in a simplified
form to highlight the importance of data plane, which is the basis for infor-
mation plane influencing on business strategies and new services and products
development. As one may observe, all the services and Big Data applications
depend on the network lifetime and resources [23, 9].

When Big Data are distilled and analyzed in combination with traditional
enterprise data, companies can develop a more thorough and insightful under-
standing of their business, which can lead to enhanced productivity, a stronger
competitive position and greater innovation.

Continuing the overview of the importance of Big Data, it is necessary to
highlight general stages which lead to the efficient data analytics while using
the IoT. While the speed is important in harvesting data from the IoT, it is
important to point out that determinism is the real goal. Determinism implies
that each action can reliably predict another action. The more information we
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have, the more deterministic we can become since we can correlate more inputs
to derive more accurate output predictions. More accurate predictions will in
turn improve prognostics and health management (for instance) and other pre-
dictive technologies. This ever-improving automated sense/predict cycle leads
to increased productivity due to reduced manual data collection and interaction.
Better quality products are made closer to specifications and tolerances, with
lower reject rates and higher throughput.

While the focus of many researchers in the past was on Big Data challenges
from the top-level prospective (data visualization, data analytics and machine
learning, data storages, etc., [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]) data collection and data
delivery networks are of special importance in context of Big Data [31, 32, 23,
1, 22, 9, 33, 34].

2.2 Big Data collection and communications chal-
lenges

All the benefits of Big Data systems cannot be realized until data are first
collected, which starts at the level of devices in data collection networks. Data
collection techniques depend on type of devices (sensors) we are using and type
of networks. There are many ways to collect data, and these data must then
be gathered somewhere in order to deliver it further to the data storage. The
data also could be processed on device and the processing results will be sent to
the data storage, which would significantly decrease amount of data transferred
through the data collection and data delivery networks. Decrease in amount
of data also leads to the decrease in energy usage [15] and that is why system
developers should decide whether they collect all the data at the data storage
or they process some data on devices. The latter depends on devices, which
generate data in the data collection networks. As a result of the concentration,
we can forecast the network load and further understand which communication
technologies should be used for data delivery to the data storage.

Next stage after the data delivery is management of the received data in order
to store them properly. The activity of dealing with these data typically involves
the use of database software. Dealing with the data is usually accomplished at
the server level, since the database management is an advanced software function
that requires equally capable hardware.

To a great extent the data collection, delivery, and dealing with the data
activities occur silently and are not seen for the end users after the initial con-
figuration. These activities must be in place to act as a foundation for visual-
izing and analyzing information. However, simply presenting users with large
tables of values from a historical database will not help most people to prop-
erly understand and/or interpret the data. The reason is that most humans
are visually-oriented towards graphical representations of data such as charts,
graphs and other symbols.

While talking about analytics we consider that the modern computer tech-
nologies, like Hadoop Distributed File Systems (HDFS) and public cloud, can
help alleviate the cardinality problem in Big Data analytics. They can be inte-
grated to build a large and flexible network with a storage infrastructure that
can change adaptively based on the need of Big Data processing requirements.
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Figure 2.2.1: Network model for Big Data analytics [1].

However, this integrated model will bring several challenges that must be han-
dled efficiently. One of the potential models, proposed in [1], is illustrated
in Figure 2.2.1. It consists of four units: user Interaction and Learning System
(UILS), Network Traffic Recording System (NTRS), HDFS and Cloud Comput-
ing Storage System (CCSS). The NTRS unit helps to capture network traffic
and streams the traffic data to HDFS unit or CCSS unit in real-time based on
the need of an additional storage. The HDFS system will also use database to
store the data. The UILS unit can learn and control the additional storage and
data requirements.

As we can see from the proposed model the communication cost is the ma-
jor concern. The challenge here is to minimize that communication cost while
satisfying the additional storage and data requirement from public cloud for
processing Big Data. With reference to Figure 2.1.1, the data plane is most
important one. Hence, the data collection bandwidth and latency at the data
collection network are the two important network features that will affect the
communication between data collection network and data delivery network. Fur-
ther, the same characteristics will be important for data delivery network from
the data collection networks to the data storage (cloud server). These problems
and associated challenges to find solutions will affect the timing requirements
of Big Data processing at HDFS and UILS.
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2.3 Big Data trade-offs
As far as research is concerned, the challenges of Big Data systems are not

only related to the way data are analyzed at the processing centers but to the
communications and networking technologies as well. For example, should Big
Data system require additional visualization or additional analytics, the net-
works will be used to collect additional data and deliver them using the data
delivery network. If the data can be processed at the data collection network,
it could potentially reduce the amount of data going through the data deliv-
ery network, thus, reducing contention and improving throughput and energy
efficiency of the system itself [15, 1, 8]. The efficient data collection would in-
fluence on the performance of Big Data system as a whole. Either way, the
architectures reviewed here are scalable enough to accommodate nearly any of
the future network assistance models, and thus, provides a solid grounds for
further evolution of Big Data systems.

In the next chapter, we focus on the performance analysis of the novel net-
work technologies used as data collection networks and discuss their key trade-
offs.





Chapter 3

Big Data collection
networks

The efficiency of the data collection process in WSNs is one of the criti-
cal factors affecting the widespread adoption of such systems. For example,
considering conventional macro-scale ’routed’ WSNs the limited lifetime of end
systems prevents their use in many promising applications affecting the cost of
the obtained data. Going at micro- and nano-scales and considering bio-inspired
systems such as those using bacteria for transferring data, the data collection
is affected by many parameters that do not exist in macro-scale systems. Fi-
nally, there is a set of emerging applications for WSNs that require a completely
different philosophy in the data collection process and may have extraordinary
requirements for the access network rates. One of the examples of such systems
we consider in this chapter is a flash-crowd monitoring system.

From the network perspective, we are interested in system capacity; from
the user’s perspective, we mostly care about throughput and power efficiency.
Since these questions are difficult to address analytically for all the systems,
we sometimes need to resort to system level simulations to see the trade-offs
between the metrics of interest. In this chapter, we provide several key design
details that make the implementation of Big Data collection networks a reality.

Performance evaluation is an extremely complex subject. Essentially, with
the right environment assumptions, almost any communications technology can
be shown to be exceptionally good or hopelessly bad depending on the objective
of the evaluator. While we cannot claim the unbiased view, we at least aim at
transparency in the evaluation. In this chapter, for each considered system,
we discuss design details, and then perform the analysis of the data collection
process using either system level simulations or, whenever feasible, analytical
performance analysis.

3.1 Conventional wireless sensor networks
The concept of conventional routed WSNs and the associated set of applica-

tions are known for years. There are a number of communications technologies
standardized and several vendors are offering the complete solutions on the
market. Still, the use of these systems is limited to specific often life-saving ap-

13
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plications such as forest fire monitoring, earthquake monitoring, tsunami moni-
toring, etc. [35, 36, 37, 38, 39]. At the same time, there are many applied fields,
where the use of WSNs would be of high practical demand but prevented by
the high cost of maintenance, e.g., agriculture fields, mines monitoring systems.
In this subsection, we introduce an example of conventional WSN and identify
the routed nature as the most critical factor for high energy consumption and
associated maintenance cost. We then proceed introducing a new automated
data collection approach allowing to significantly extend the battery life of end
systems prolonging the lifetime of the network. The detailed description could
be found in [P2].

3.1.1 System model

Uneven energy consumption is one of the reasons for limited WSN lifetimes.
The root cause of this phenomenon is networking of nodes. In practical de-
ployments, there are only few locations, where sinks can be positioned. In this
case, there is always a set of nodes that are more involved in packets routing
and forwarding. Since the lifetime of a network is defined as the time until
there is no path to the sink, we see that uneven energy consumption places
severe constraints on lifetime. One way to avoid unequal energy consumption
is to get rid of networking. Mobile sinks may allow achieving this goal. To
avoid human involvement the collection of data must be completely automatic.
The obvious choice would be to use unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV)[40, 41].
The use of UAV as a mobile WSN node for emergency applications has been
suggested in [42]. The authors in [43] proposed to use UAV for charging and
deploying WSN nodes. Nevertheless, to date, no detailed investigations of such
solutions and/or their comparison with conventional routed WSN designs have
been performed. In our study, we propose a new UAV-assisted solution for data
collection in WSNs. We optimized performance of single-hop communications
between a sensor node and UAV in terms of optimal altitude and flying speed.
We also compared lifetimes, coverage and required density of nodes of our so-
lution with those of routed WSNs designs. We considered a wireless sensor
network composed of multiple communicating entities equipped with the Blue-
tooth Low Energy (BLE) [44] transmission devices and UAV available to move
in a certain area (see Figure 3.1.1 for the proposed structure).

Figure 3.1.1: Proposed WSN data collection mechanism.
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Figure 3.1.2: An illustration of the UAV flying over the BLE sensor node.

The proposed WSN system is based on single-hop data transmission ap-
proach where a UAV carries a sink node, BLE master, and fly over the monitored
area to collect data from deployed sensor nodes, BLE slaves. Nodes commu-
nicate with each other using BLE. Sink node continuously scan for BLE slave
nodes to establish connections and exchange data. After data collection, UAV
comes back to ground station. The system does not require time synchronization
between UAV flying time and BLE slave wake up pattern.

To exchange data BLE device have to discover its neighbors. It starts with
entering the searching state and then proceeding with connection state. In
searching state, the sensor node sends packets over three designated channels
(37, 38, and 39). The scanner scans these channels continuously. The role of the
scanner is performed by the UAV. When scanner discovers that searching node,
it sends a connection request packet to establish connection. Once replied, both
devices enter the connection state. While connected, searcher becomes slave
and scanner is designated as master. In the system, transmission time is limited
between 2 ms and 14 s in order to guarantee transmission of the required data.
We also consider that the UAV is flying over the sensor node assuming that
the antenna is omnidirectional forming a half-sphere around the sensor node’s
position as shown in Figure 3.1.2.The typical speed of UAV varies in the range
of 30-45km/h, 10-15m/s. BLE range, R, is assumed to be upper bounded by
100m. We assume that when UAV crosses the half-sphere it goes through the
center of the cutting plane to increase its chances to establish connection and
collect the data from the sensor.

3.1.2 Performance analysis

In our system, we assume that all the sensor node have similar power supply.
In our research, we calculated required overall consumption per transaction
and got that our network lifetime is about 2020 days [P2]. While comparing
proposed system and traditional (routed) WSN we consider as an example 100
sensor nodes, 25 sinks and data collection interval 10s, and as we can see in
Figure 3.1.3(a) the maximum lifetime for that network is approximately 2552
hours (106 days) which is 18 times smaller than for the proposed system.

The fraction of uncovered area as a function of the number of uniformly
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Figure 3.1.3: Performance comparison of the proposed and conventional designs.

deployed nodes[45, 46] is shown in Figure 3.1.3(b). The sensing radius of nodes
are assumed to be 100m while the monitoring area radii are 0,5; 1; 1,5; 2km. The
fraction of uncovered area decreases exponentially when the number of nodes
increases. Using these data one can estimate the number of nodes required to
cover a certain area such that only a given small fraction on area is unmonitored.

In work [P2] we also analyzed the performance of the proposed design in
terms of the coverage properties and compared to the conventional routed WSN
design revealing that the density of nodes required to ensure coverage is approx-
imately two times smaller compared to routed WSNs even when sensing region
of nodes coincides with their communications range. These properties make the
proposal an attractive option for monitoring environmental parameters in large
open areas and might be used as one of Big Data systems collection techniques.

3.2 Bacterial networks
Intra-body sensor bio-inspired communications networks may open up new

horizons for different monitoring systems (e.g. health monitoring, in-body food
delivery etc.). A number of the studies propose deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) to
pre-encode the data in such systems. As the end systems may not be powerful
enough in terms of the processing power to extract the information from the
encoded DNA the amount of data generated by such systems could be large
making them a potential sources of Big Data.

The use of flagellated bacteria to carry DNA-encoded data is one of the
enabler techniques for prospective nanonetworks. There are three major prop-
erties making the flagellated bacteria useful for communications. First, they
have the ability to store DNA-encoded data in chromosomes or plasmids [47].
Bacteria are also able to pick up swimming DNA particles through the process
of transformation [48]. Finally, the inherent ability to swim in the environment
may potentially enable delivery of encoded messages to a communicating party,
e.g. a receiver nanomachine [49].

The nature of the bacterial networks is completely different from the tra-
ditional electromagnetic communication imposing several restrictions and chal-
lenges which will be discussed and analyzed in this chapter together with per-
formance analysis of bacterial communications. Particularly, here, we develop
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an analytical framework for single and multiple transmitter (Tx) and receiver
(Rx) pairs communicating in a closed environment. More detailed description
of the analytical framework can be found in [P3].

3.2.1 System model

For communications in bio-inspired nanonetworks, the scientists often use
Escherichia coli (E.coli) bacteria as it is widely studied and is the least harmful.
Ability of bacteria swimming in the environment potentially allows it to deliver
some data [49]. The concept of bacterial networks was proposed and studied
in single-hop and multi-hop settings in a number of studies, addressing metrics
such as capacity, communication range and delay [50, 51, 52]. The common ac-
cepted communications entities and the associated information delivery process
is illustrated in Figure 3.2.1.

Encoding Encapsulation Propagation Decapsulation Decoding

010011 ... 010011 ...

Source nanomachine Destination nanomachine

Figure 3.2.1: End-to-end bacteria communication model.

We can distinguish the following phases of the information delivery process:

• encoding of data;

• encapsulation;

• channel propagation;

• decapsulation;

• decoding.

First, message is encoded into the DNA strand at the transmitter [47]. At the
second stage the information in terms of DNA strands is picked up by bacteria
via the so-called transformation process [48]. Depending on whether a single or
multiple bacteria will be emitted by a nanomachine it could also be replicated
to enable multiple bacteria carrying the same information. Replication could be
achieved via supplying food and waiting for a certain amount of time for bacteria
to replicate. Alternatively, a bacterium could be injected in a compartment
having other bacteria inside. In this case the information is replicated to a
number of bacteria using the conjugation process which description can be found
in work [P3]. At the receiver these operations are performed in reverse order,
that is, we first decapsulate the information and then decode it. Our interest
is in channel propagation stage which is exactly delivery of information via
bacteria movements in a certain compartment.

As the information is delivered using randomly swimming bacteria the delay
associated with data delivery could be substantial. Three following mechanisms
have been proposed to speed up the process of data delivery:
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Figure 3.2.2: An illustration of the system model.

• chemoattraction;

• multiplication mechanisms;

• conjugation.

Detailed description of those mechanisms can be found in work [P3]. In our
study, we have taken into account the latter two mechanisms.

Table 3.2.1 provides notation used in the model. We consider a squared
X × X mm environment with N Tx-Rx pairs as shown in Figure 3.2.2. Posi-
tions of transmitters and receivers are assumed to be stationary and uniformly
distributed over X 2. The length of all messages is identical and equal to LM

informational units measured in DNA base pairs. These messages are inserted
into plasmids that are further injected into bacteria at the transmitter. To
transmit a message each transmitter releases BE, BE ≥1, bacteria containing
the identical copy of a message into the environment. We also consider the case
of NR, NR ≥1, receivers for a single transmitter. We also assume that the size
of transmitter and receiver are significantly larger than the size of E.Coli (2μm
in length by 0.5μm in width) such that the latter can be effectively represented
by a point. There are BF bacteria moving in the environment. We call them
“free” as initially they do not contain any information. They help to deliver the
information to the receiver through the process of conjugation. The sensitivity
radius of a bacterium rB, rB << X, is an area of circular shape. Once two bac-
teria are within the reach of each other the conjugation starts with probability
p. During the conjugation the message is copied to another bacterium at rate
C = 800 base pairs per second [48].
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Table 3.2.1: Notation of the bacteria network model.
Parameter Meaning

X Side of a compartment
N Number of Tx-Rx pairs
BE Number of emitted bacteria
BF Number of bacteria in environment
NR Number of receivers per transmitter
rR The radius of receiver
rB Sensitivity radius of a bacteria
pC Probability of conjugation
C Conjugation rate (pairs per second)
LM The length of a message
µ Rate of vibration process
υ Bacterium swimming speed
τ Bacterium straight swimming time
α Bacterium tumbling angle

The system is subject to environmental “vibrations” caused by, e.g., ultra-
sound. Since the actual characteristics of the vibration process depend on many
external and internal parameters, see e.g. [53, 54], we model it using the ho-
mogeneous Poisson process with intensity μ. Once the system is shaken the
conjugation stops abruptly and bacteria continue to move randomly. The mes-
sage is considered to be delivered when a bacterium carrying a full copy of the
message reaches the receiver. The sensitivity radius of all receivers is assumed
to be rR, rR >> rB . We are interested in delay-related metrics of the message
delivery process including cumulative distribution function (CDF), mean and
0.95-quantile.

3.2.2 Performance analysis

In classic electromagnetic communications systems one of the most impor-
tant performance metrics is the delay between message transfers between two
communicating entities. For the bacteria systems with free bacteria in the en-
vironment used for data transmission propagation delay is a random variable.
For single bacteria, it is described by the so-called first-passage time (FPT)
to a receiver. The FPT gives the time of a first contact between a bacterium
and the receiver. As a result, it provides the delay performance of a commu-
nications link. Since conjugations are allowed in our model we also need FPT
distribution for free bacteria. Finally, due to possibility of multiple conjugations
another time-related metric we need is inter-passage times (IPT) between two
bacteria. It is defined as the time between two successive meetings of bacteria.

As we described in the model there are N Tx-Rx pairs and in order to
analyze performance we considered two possible cases: we proposed model for
single Tx-Rx pair and we developed model for multiple Tx-Rx pairs with and
without usage of free bacteria for data transmission. The major part of the
research is consist of not just model development but of numerical results we
obtained and comparison of them which is described in detail in [P3].

There is a description of the model for single Tx-Rx pair. Assume that at
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Figure 3.2.3: Absorbing Markov chain model for single Tx-Rx pair.

time t = 0 the transmitter emits BE bacteria each having a message of length
LM . λB is a rate of FPT exponential distribution between bacteria,λR is a rate
of FPT exponential distribution between bacteria and the receiver. As it de-
scribed in [P3], one of these bacteria hits the receiver with rate BEλR (BENRλR
for NR receivers per transmitter) or may get engaged in the conjugation pro-
cess with free bacterium. If the former happens then the process ends, that is,
the message is delivered to the receiver. Since there is non-zero probability, 1
− p, that two bacteria that come in contact with each other do not start the
conjugation the process of conjugations is Poisson with rate pBEBFλB. The
conjugation process may abruptly end due to external vibrations the system
is subject to. These vibrations happen according to the Poisson process with
intensity μ. Once the system is shaken all ongoing conjugations are aborted.
We are interested in those conjugations that are successfully finished, i.e. the
whole message has been copied.

The process of message delivery to the receiver can be modeled using the
continuous-time absorbing Markov chain model, {S(t), t≥0} with the state-
space S(t)∈{1, 2, . . . ,BF ,A}, where the states {1, 2, . . . ,BF } are
transient modeling the number of bacteria having the message by time t, t≥0,
state A is absorbing one. The state transition diagram of the model is shown
in Figure 3.2.3. From any state i there are only two possible transitions, to the
state i+1 and to the absorbing state A. The rates out of a state i are

λi,i+1 = ippCλBBE(BF − 1), λi,A = iλRBENR, (3.2.1)

where the p is probability of initiating conjugation and C is high (800 base
pair per second [48]) .

For the multiple Tx-Rx case assuming that all transmitters start communi-
cating at a certain time t = 0 releasing BE bacteria each. We concentrate on a
randomly chosen Tx-Rx pair and consider the rest of transmissions as a single
“interference” process emitting (N−1)BE bacteria at t = 0 and competing for
shared resources (free bacteria) with the transmission of interest. This pair is
called tagged in what follows. The resulting model is a direct extension of the
model for a single Tx-Rx pair. The state transition diagram is shown in Fig-
ure 3.2.4, describing the case of BEemitted bacteria by each of N sources. The
transitions in each row correspond to increasing the population of bacteria of
the tagged source due to conjugation process. The Transitions in each column
correspond to the increase of the population of the interfering process. Finally,
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Figure 3.2.4: Absorbing Markov chain model for multiple Tx-Rx pair.

Table 3.2.2: Input parameters.
Parameter Meaning

C Conjugation rate, 800 base pairs/s, [16]
ν Swimming speed, 20μm/s, [3]
τ Mean straight swimming time, 3.5s, [3]
α Tumbling angle, U(0, 2π), [3]
1/µ Mean of vibration process, 1/μ = 0.01s
rR The radius of receiver, 50μm
rB Sensitivity radius of a bacteria, 5μm
pC Probability of initiating conjugation, 0.7
LM 10 base pairs

transitions to the absorbing state are possible from any state of the chain.

3.2.3 Numerical insights

In order to get numerical results obtained using the models formulated in
previous section, we defined input parameters which are listed in Table 3.2.2
and the performance metrics of interest are CDFs, mean and 0,95- quantile of
message delivery time.

Detailed description of the experiments and numerical results are presented
in [P3]. Some obtained numerical results of CDFs of delivery time for different
input parameters, mean delivery time and 0,95- quantile of message delivery
time for single and multiple Tx-Rx pairs are shown in Figures 3.2.5,3.2.6, 3.2.7
(in all Figures (a) and (b) for single pair, (c) and (d) for different numbers of
pairs).

We performed a systematic investigation of the effect of input parameters
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Figure 3.2.5: CDFs of delivery time for different input parameters.
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Figure 3.2.6: Mean delivery time for different compartment sizes.
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Figure 3.2.7: 0.95-quantile of delivery time.

on the delivery performance of the system. The following are the main findings:
(i) both the number of emitted bacteria and the number of free ones provides
noticeable quantitative gains in terms of mean delivery time, (ii) the gain pro-
vided by the number of emitted bacteria is significantly stronger compared to
the effect of free bacteria, (iii) the relative gain of free bacteria strongly depends
on the compartment size (iv) the relative gain associated with the number of
emitted bacteria is independent of the compartment size. The effect of multiple
Tx-Rx pairs is straightforward as the increase in their number leads to the cor-
responding increase in the mean delivery time. Importantly, we provided the
results for the 0.95-quantiles of delivery time that can be used in practice to
decide upon the number of emitted and free bacteria such that a delivery time
bound is satisfied. Novel bacteria-based networks may not be powerful enough
in terms of the processing power to extract the information from the encoded
DNA, but the amount of data generated by such systems could be large making
them a potential sources of Big Data.

3.3 Data from users for data collection networks
As an example of the novel WSN at the macro-scale we have proposed and

analyzed in detail a flash-crowds monitoring system allowing to gather aural
and visual information in real-time. The feasibility of such systems is based on
the fast growing usage of cellphones and mobile telecommunication networks.
We have mainly concentrated on efficient data collection from users, particu-
larly, their devices equipped with special sensors as a part of unified monitoring
system. For the proposed system we have analyzed the coverage metrics and
estimated the rate imposed on the wireless network showing that modern sys-
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tems may not support a detailed visual monitoring. More detailed description
of the modeling and evaluation is presented in [P4].

3.3.1 System model

For the crowd monitoring system we should define the environment and
characteristics of the system. First of all, while talking about such systems we
assume them as systems without fixed infrastructure. We further assume that
those areas can not be covered with the UAVs as we proposed in Section 3.1. As
we were focused on users with their sensing devices (e.g. cellphones) equipped
with microphones and cameras we proposed audio and video monitoring as-
suming that user could engage the monitoring process by downloading special
application on the mobile device. As we cannot guarantee all the users join
the monitoring system we assumed the uniform distribution of users over the
monitored area. We obtained coverage metrics including the CDF of the cov-
ered area, mean and quantiles for both aural and visual information. Another
important issue of the system model that we considered was blocking of camera
by other users (humans) located in the area [55]. For the proposed system, local
information processing may not be useful as a single node may not have enough
of data to make conclusive decision. Indeed, the strength of the proposed system
is in the ability to get information from many sources located nearby. Thus,
the information shall be delivered to the certain remote server for further cen-
tralized data processing. The devices participating in the monitoring process
are expected to use the resources of cellular system uploading the data to the
remote server. The problem was formalized as follows: for a random placement
of users on the landscape what should be the density of nodes providing cover-
age for a certain type of media such that a percentage of area is covered with
probability of x. We also were interested in the amount of wireless network
resources needed to monitor the area of certain dimensions.

Since the height of user devices is assumed to be comparable with the height
of blockers (humans) we limited our interest to two-dimensional scenario. Fixing
a certain time instant t we got and illustration of the system in Figure 3.3.1.

The area to be covered was assumed to be 100 by 100 meters. The humans
were represented by circles on the landscape of diameter d. There are overall
N+M humans in the area comprising a crowd to be monitored. N humans were
assumed to follow a conditional Mattern process with parameter d in the area
[56, 57]. In other words, no two users could be closer than at the distance 2d to
each other as in practice human bodies do not overlap. M additional humans
participate in the monitoring process and they also follow conditional Mattern
process with parameter d. Thus, the overall number of potential blockers for
viewing field of cameras isM + N. In the model we also considered different types
of sensors - audio and video with different coverage depending on the sensor type.
For audio sensors, such as microphones, the assumption of circular coverage
with radius rA around a users is taken as humans do not block acoustic waves
propagation significantly [55]. For visual sensors, such as cameras capturing
video or still images, the field view is by default of sectoral shape with radius
rV . We model cameras as triangle with the height to the base rV and apex angle
α . To include a random orientation of cameras we assume that the bisect of the
apex angle is uniformly distributed in (0, 2π). Humans that fall into coverage
field including those participating in the monitoring process block view as we
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Figure 3.3.1: The illustration of visibility in the dense crowd.

can see from the Figure 3.3.1.

3.3.2 Performance analysis

The coverage metrics have been obtained using simulation approach. The
coverage CDFs for different number of participating users and different coverage
radius of a single user are shown in Figure 3.3.2.
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Figure 3.3.3: Mean coverage by microphones and cameras.

The number of non-participating humans was kept constant and equal to
1000. Note that instead of the absolute values we plot the percentage of the
covered area in OX axis. Expectedly, for the same number of participating users
better coverage is provided for larger coverage radius of a single node. Further-
more, increasing the number of participating users provides better coverage.
However, as one may observe, even for extremely large number of participat-
ing users (e.g., 1000 nodes) full coverage is provided with negligible probability
for aural information. Blocking of visibility field in visual information scenario
does not qualitatively affect the form of CDFs compared to non-blocked aural
information scenarios.

The mean values of the area coverage percentage as a function of the number
of participating users and different coverage radii of a single user are shown
in Figure 3.3.3. The number of non-participating users is set to 1000. One
important behavior of this metric is that it does not approach 100% even for
extremely high number of users and rather large coverage of single users (e.g.,
25 meters for visual information). This behavior is attributed to completely
random choice of the participating users (uniform distribution over the area).

Rate requirements are depend on the quality of the codec which is used for
audio and video (detailed description of the codecs [58] can be found in work
[P4]). The network requirements in terms of the bitrate needed from the network
as well as 0,9 quantile of the coverage process are plotted in Figure 3.3.4 as a
function of the number of participating users for different types of codecs.

Our numerical results indicate that the required density of the participating
users needed to be exceptionally high to achieve “almost full” coverage (e.g., 0,9
quantile) for both audio and video sensors. Although the associated network
requirements are exceptionally high they can be supported by the forthcoming
millimeter wave or terahertz systems offering substantial rate boost at the air
interface. Thus, crowd monitoring systems can be effectively used as a data
collection networks but data delivery networks should be wisely chosen according
to the requirements of the bitrate.
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Figure 3.3.4: Coverage quantiles and network requirements.

3.4 Big Data collection networks evaluation sum-
mary

In this chapter we have considered three different examples of the networks
that could act as sources of Big Data. We have argued that the use of conven-
tional WSNs is nowadays rather limited. Extending the lifetime of such sys-
tems using non-routed automated data collection techniques may significantly
expand their usage. We then proceeded with bacterial systems analyzing the
performance of the data collection techniques. Finally, we have proposed a new
flash-crowd monitoring system that could potentially be an important source
of Big Data. In the next chapter we analyze the process of data delivery from
the WSNs egress points (e.g., sinks) to the Internet backbone (e.g., cloud data
storage).





Chapter 4

Data delivery networks

In the previous chapter we argued that WSNs might potentially serve as
individual sources of Big Data. To offload the traffic from such systems wireless
access technologies are expected to be used. We have also demonstrated that
modern wireless technologies might not be enough for this purpose.

In this chapter we concentrate on the analysis of THz and mm-wave wireless
backbones serving aggregated traffic from WSNs. First, taking into account
the specifics of these frequency bands including the highly directional antennas,
molecular absorption and human blockage, we use the tools of stochastic ge-
ometry to obtain the estimates of aggregated interference. We further proceed
formulating the model of the service process of packets on the wireless channel
at the network layer using the queuing theory approach.

4.1 THz and mm-wave for data delivery net-
works

The ubiquitous use of various personal devices has dramatically increased
the connectivity all around the world. Media sharing such as videos and audio,
sensing data etc. have led to an extreme rise in the data transfer between
devices. It is predicted [59]that in 2016, there would be more than 1 zettabyte
of data being shared across the globe and by 2020 there will be 2.3 zettabytes.
The future generation of wireless systems is expected to rely on small cells to
offload the traffic from current cellular and local area networks. Going up in
the frequency band from microwaves to mm-waves (30-300GHz) and THz (0.3-
3THz) is one of the ways to principally increase the capacity of such small cells.
In addition, to service human generated traffic, they could also be used to offload
the data generated by the WSNs.

4.1.1 Basic characteristics

The THz and mm-waves region is defined from 30 GHz to 3 THz (Fig-
ure 4.1.1) based on the wavelength of the electromagnetic wave. Electronic
devices have been mainly operating in the low frequency regime of this spec-
trum and their performance degrades as one approaches their cut-off frequencies.
A significant proportion of the electromagnetic spectrum is unexplored starting

29
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Figure 4.1.1: Electromagnetic spectrum showing the millimeter/terahertz re-
gion.

from 50 GHz to 3 THz and is popularly referred to as the terahertz gap. The
reason for this name is that this band is too high for making efficient equip-
ment to generate electromagnetic waves. The photonics techniques used for
even higher frequencies are also inefficient for THz band,

Recently, there has been significant interest in the 60 GHz band for high data
rate communication in both outdoor and indoor networks. The THz and mm-
waves band is also becoming popular for imaging applications at 94 GHz, 140
GHz and 220 GHz [60]. Applications in the automotive radar industry in the 77-
78 GHz band are gaining interest for blind spot detection to minimize accidents.
Terahertz chemical imaging or molecular spectroscopy is another emerging area
of application where certain substances can be detected based on their high
degree of absorption at these frequencies. This can be used to detect harmful
gases such as carbon monoxide (which has response at 230 GHz) or phosphine
(which has response at 266 GHz). Some researchers are already investigating
the use of 300GHz, 640GHz, and even the entire THz band [61, 62, 63].

Indoor wireless communications with THz may provide multiple data chan-
nels with gigabit per second or greater capacity. The data bandwidth would
exceed wireless protocols such as IEEE 802.11b, and the propagation distance,
though limited, would be competitive with line-of-sight IR. Existing channel
models for the Megahertz and the Gigahertz frequency bands cannot be reused
for the Terahertz Band, because they do not capture several effects such as the
attenuation and noise introduced by molecular absorption, the scattering from
particles which are comparable in size to the very small wavelength of Terahertz
waves, or the scintillation of Terahertz radiation [64]. Effectively any object
whose size is greater than few millimeters acts as a blocker for such systems. At
the same time, the size of the antenna will be reduced, but antenna should be
high directive allowing to partially overcome severe propagation losses. Finally,
there is also the low efficiency and relatively low power available from currently
available sources.

Such technologies are the approach to improve communication between the
end user and base stations and thus they are usually presented as a part of
heterogeneous network. Usually that heterogeneous network consists of the
mm-wave backhaul/fronthaul integrating small cells in the traditional cellular
network. The small cell can have an access link compromising both conven-
tional cellular access such as LTE and a novel millimeter-wave link utilizing a
centralized radio access network [65]. While talking about Big Data systems
applications taking into consideration different data collection networks we as-
sume that mm-waves backhaul will be utilized as a delivery technology in our
case delivering data from the data collection networks to the Internet backbone
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(e.g. cloud data storage).

4.1.2 Challenges

For our purposes, there are network challenges, which should be further
studied such as radio propagation and interference structure. Such performance
analysis would help us to understand whether those networks are potentially
our data delivery networks for Big Data systems or not. The requirements for
an outdoor mm-waves channel model are expected to be very similar to the
indoor case, which is well-described in IEEE 802.11ad documents [66]. The
channel model should provide accurate space-time characteristics of the prop-
agation channel, support beamforming with steerable directional antennas on
both Tx and Rx sides with no limitation on the antenna technology, taking into
account polarization characteristics of antennas and signals and support non-
stationary characteristics of the propagation channel. High gain beamforming
antennas are therefore needed at the small cell base station as well as the user
terminal. The most straightforward solution that qualifies for all requirements
is the mm-waves phased array antenna, which is successfully used for proto-
types [67]. However, creation of such large-aperture antenna arrays may pose a
problem due to production cost, heat dissipation and feed circuitry complexity.
As it was indicated before for such systems blocking should be studied better.
Detailed study on the mentioned challenges is presented in [P5,P6].

4.2 Wireless connection performance

While studying mm-wave and THz systems we consider similar radio prop-
agation characteristics and critical factors for them. First, the most important
critical factor there is that Line-of-Sight (LoS) signal in these bands can be
effectively blocked by almost any obstacle. While reflections of the objects in
the channel do contribute, their effect is of secondary importance and presence
of LoS often dictates the channel quality [68]. The second inherent feature of
the considered bands is molecular absorption. The phenomenon is related to
absorption of electromagnetic energy by the molecules in the environment hav-
ing resonant frequencies in the communications band of interest. In EHF band,
oxygen, that is abundant in the atmosphere, affects the path loss. The net re-
sult is additional 10-20dB loss per kilometer [68]. There are different types of
such absorbent. As a result power at the receiver is described by more complex
expression. The last critical point there is a high antenna directivity which
from one point allows to compensate for propagation losses and from another
point it produces very narrow and precise beam. To understand the trade-off
between the directivity of antennas, the requirements imposed on beamsteering
system and the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) or signal-to-interference-plus-
noise (SINR) interference models for directional antennas are needed.

In our research we considered several antenna models: cone model and cone-
plus-sphere model. In the first model, the directivity of the transmitter is taken
into account considering the coverage zone to be of cone-shape. This model
is an abstraction assuming no side lobes and constant power at a certain sep-
aration distance from the transmitter. The second model takes into account
imperfect antenna radiation pattern by modeling side lobes as a sphere around
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Figure 4.2.1: An illustration of the considered network deployment.

the antenna. Still, the power of the main lobe is assumed to be constant and
depend on the distance from the antenna only. To parameterize the cone an-
tenna model, we need to provide coefficient A corresponding to a directivityα
of the antenna. For the second model, A1 and A2, corresponding to the main
and side lobes, respectively, have to be provided. Coefficients A, A1, and A2

are used in the propagation model to properly receive the signal with respect
to the direction it goes to or comes from.

While analyzing the network we considered random nodes deployment as it
is shown in Figure 4.2.1 and only ideally directed towards each other antennas.

For the described scenario we were interested in the mean value of inter-
ference observed at the receiver. We also considered blocking scenarios which
are in details described in [P5, P6]. α- is antenna directivity angle, and λ- is
the intensity of interference/blocking in the area. As a result in Figure 4.2.2(a)
we observe that the system with directional Tx or Rx antennas performs better
starting from antenna directivity α =π/6. Similarly, the interference (E[I]) for
system directional Tx and Rx reduces even further for all considered values of
α. The effect of interferers intensity on the mean interference (E[I]), shown in
Figure 4.2.2(b), illustrates that, due to the effect of blocking, the large values of
λ may lead to better performance when directional antennas at Tx or Rx only
are used. The reason is that the system without omnidirectional antennas is
characterized by the linearly growing interference in presence of blocking, while
the system with directional antennas – by logarithmically growing interference.

Having identified significantly better performance of a system with direc-
tional Tx and Rx, from now on we concentrate on this system. Let us first
illustrate the effect of absorption coefficient. Figure 4.2.3 highlights dependence
of the mean interference (E[I]) on the absorption coefficient K for cone direc-
tional antenna model with blocking (where value of the K in between 0 and
1). Fixing the density of interferers, λ , we observe the expected dependency
K, i.e., the interference is smaller for higher values of K, see Figure 4.2.3(a).
In general, when K increases, the interference naturally decreases due to less
radiation reaching the receiver. It is important to note that this feature of THz
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(a) Blocking, varying α, λ= 1 (b) Blocking, varying λ

Figure 4.2.2: Comparison of interference for scenarios with omnidirectional and
directional (cone) models.
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Figure 4.2.3: Dependence of the mean interference on the absorption coefficient
K for cone directional antenna model.

band is often claimed to have negative effect rather than positive. We also see
that proper choice of the emitted power and the operational frequency may, in
fact, allow for point-to-point links creating only little interference to concurrent
transmissions.

The interference alone does not allow to make ultimate conclusion about the
performance of THz systems. The reason is that antenna directivity not only
affects the interference but the useful received signal strength too. Thus, the
study of interference in [P5] has been extended to characterize SINR in next
paper. Below, we assess performance of the considered scenarios using SINR as
a metric of interest concentrating on the cone antenna model (r0 is the distance
between Rx0 and Tx0).

As one may observe from Figure 4.2.4(a) the system with directional Tx
and Rx demonstrates the best performance. However, either Tx or Rx side is
equipped with directional antenna SINR increases as α decrease. Recall that
the aggregate interference in this case also increases as α gets smaller. However,
it is compensated by the increase in the useful received power.

Figure 4.2.4(b) highlights that increasing the density of interferers results in
corresponding exponential decrease of SINR. Again, the system with directional
Tx and Rx greatly outperforms the system with directional Tx or Rx. The worst
performance is observed for omnidirectional antennas. Finally, Figure 4.2.4(c)
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a) Effect of α, r0 = 3, λ= 1 (b) Effect of λ, α =π/18, r0=3

(c) Effect of r0, α =π/18, λ= 1

Figure 4.2.4: The effect of antenna directivity on SINR.

shows the effect of the distance between Tx and Rx, r0. The SINR decreases in r0
for all considered models. The system with directional antennas at both Tx and
Rx outperforms the one with omnidirectional one by two orders of magnitude.

When directional antennas are used at both Tx and Rx, the interference
drastically decreases and, overall, the SINR is much improved too. The inherent
property of THz bands of self-blocking of radiation by interferers leads to drastic
performance improvements in terms of aggregate interference and SINR metrics
compared to microwave systems. Similarly, molecular absorption can also help
to increase the SINR. While molecular absorption loss further decreases the
received signal exponentially, it decreases interference too, and the effect on
the latter is more profound. In our study we assumed that interferers may
completely block the THz radiation. In practice, reflections as well as scattering
of electromagnetic waves inherent for these frequencies may still contribute to
the aggregate interference at the Rx even when LoS is blocked requiring more
advanced analysis. Novelty of the presented approach consists of research and
performance analysis of the blocking effect when surely influence of directional
antenna has been known before.

4.3 Backhaul performance analysis

The potential capacity of wireless backhauls operating in either mm-wave
of THz frequency bands may allow for multiplexing of a number of arriving
flows from different WSNs for further transmission over the wireless channel to
the Internet access point (e.g. cloud data storage). Since the individual traffic
streams can be heterogeneous in nature and may have different service require-
ments, their individual performance is of special interest. Per-source analysis of
heterogeneous sources is non-trivial as contribution of each multiplexed source
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Figure 4.3.1: The system model of the backhaul link.

needs to be explicitly accounted for. It becomes even more complicated when
individual traffic flows are auto correlated.

In our study we concentrated on performance parameters provided by a wire-
less channel to a single auto correlated traffic flow in presence of a certain number
of concurrent auto correlated flows of the same priority. In our work [69] we
have demonstrated that the packet service process of the wireless channel with
forward error correction (FEC) and non-persistent (truncated) automatic repeat
request (ARQ) can be sufficiently well represented using G/G/1/K framework
with independent identically distributed (iid) service times. To capture auto-
correlation in the input traffic flows we have used a general discrete-time batch
Markovian arrival process (D-BMAP). The system of interest was then modeled
as D-BMAP+D-BMAP/G/1/K queuing system with two concurrent processes
of the same priority, where the first process is the arrival process from the source
of interest (tagged source) while the second one represents superposition of one
or more concurrent sources. For both superposed and tagged arrival processes
we provided expressions for probability functions (PFs) of the number of lost
packets in a slot and delay experienced by an arbitrary packet. Since losses in
our model were allowed to occur due to both buffer overflow and imperfect error
correction we further obtained expressions for PFs of the aggregated number of
lost packets for both tagged and superposed arrival processes.

The high-level abstracted view of the service process on a wireless backhaul
is represented in Figure 4.3.1. Note that the presence of the autocorrelation
in the arrival flows significantly complicated the analysis of the queuing model
leading to the complex framework of D-BMAP+D-BMAP/G/1/K queue. Thus,
the major question of interest was the impact of the autocorrelation on loss and
delay metrics experienced by the tagged flow.

We assume that a certain number of flows of the same priority, that may
themselves be traffic aggregates, share a wireless link of the raw capacity. We
assume that the size of all packets is constant and equal to N bytes including all
headers. The buffering is done at the IP layer. The number of waiting positions
in the buffer is limited to K-1 packets. When there is at least one packet in the
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buffer and the channel is free for transmission this packet is scheduled to the
data-link layer. Between these two layers packets are segmented into a certain
number of frames. We assume that the protocol data units (PDU) of the ARQ
protocol consist of exactly one code word and refer to them as frames. Then,
a certain FEC code with the symbol length of mS bits that can correct up to l
incorrectly received symbols is applied and these frames are further scheduled
to the ARQ engine. The frame size is assumed to be constant and equals to mF

symbols. We assume that the probability of undetected error is negligibly small
as it decreases exponentially when the size of a frame gets larger [70].

To evaluate performance of a wireless channel with unreliable data-link layer
we distinguished between those losses caused by the excessive number of retrans-
mission attempts performed at the data-link layer and those resulting from the
buffer overflow at the IP layer. We further proposed the queuing system de-
scribing the process of packet transmissions at the wireless channel and solve
it for the superposed and per-source performance parameters. Losses caused
by excessive number of retransmission attempts and those occurring as a re-
sult of overflow at the IP layer were combined together to obtain a single loss
descriptor.

Time diagram of D-BMAPA/G/1/K queuing system, where K is the capac-
ity of the system measured in IP packets, W(n) - arrival processes) is shown
in Figure 4.3.2. According to this system, packets arrive in batches, batches of
packets arrive just before the end of slots. Arrivals are not allowed to seize the
server immediately and the service of any arrival starts at the beginning of a
slot. Packets depart from the system at the slot boundaries, just after batch
arrivals. The state of the system is observed just after departure (if any). This
system is known as the late arrival model with delayed access [71, 72]. The
sojourn (service) time is counted as the number of slots spent by a packet in
the system. More detailed description of the system is available in work [69].

Having the effect of autocorrelation in the tagged and background flows in
mind, the selected results are presented in Figures 4.3.3 and 4.3.4. In the thesis
the packet loss probability and delay in the system are presented as the function
of BER which is non-trivial characteristics rarely seen in research papers. It is
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Figure 4.3.3: The effect of the lag-1 NACF of the background arrival process.
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Figure 4.3.4: The effect of the lag-1 NACF of the tagged arrival process.

required to further define influence of correlation on service characteristics.
Figure 4.3.3 shows the effect of the of lag-1 autocorrelation value of the

background process for two values of the offered traffic load from the back-
ground process, ρB . Other parameters were as follows: the offered traffic load
from the tagged process is ρT = 0.6, lag-1 autocorrelation of the tagged pro-
cess is KT (1) = 0.0, coefficient of variation of the number of arrivals from the
tagged and background processes are CVT = 1.0 and CVB = 1.0, respectively.
Note that the effect of the autocorrelation is limited, especially, for overflow-
dominated regime of a channel, where most of the losses are caused by the buffer
overflow not the wireless medium. Some differences are observed when the sys-
tem is in impractical wireless-dominated regime, where the losses are mostly due
to unsatisfactory wireless channel conditions. Our results (not shown here) also
show that changes in the mean arrival rate of both processes do not qualitatively
affect the effect of autocorrelation.

The effect of autocorrelation of the tagged process is shown in Figure 4.3.4.
These illustrations have been obtained assuming ρT = ρB = 0.6, lag-1 autocorre-
lation of the tagged process set to KB(1) = 0.0. In practical overflow-dominated
regime autocorrelation does not affect performance metrics of interest signifi-
cantly. In wireless-dominated regime some impact is observed. Comparing these
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data to those shown in Figure 4.3.3 we observe that for the same input statistics
the effect of autocorrelation in the tagged flow is less dominant. Changing rate
of both processes does not qualitatively affect the response of the system.

Our detailed performance analysis is described in [69]. As a main result it is
necessary to highlight that most losses are caused by the buffer overflow while
after this point losses caused by imperfect error correction increase exponentially
fast and dominate the loss process. In practical overflow-dominated regime
performance of both aggregated arrival process and single arrival process in
presence of concurrent traffic of the same priority is mainly affected by mean and
variance of arrival processes. The effect of autocorrelation is almost unnoticeable
except for extremely correlated packet arrivals. However, even in this extreme
case the effect is at least one order of magnitude less than that of the mean
value. For those studies when extreme accuracy is not required uncorrelated
arrival processes can be used instead.

4.4 Big Data delivery evaluation summary
In this chapter we have analyzed the two aspects of data offloading from

the network sources of Big Data using mm-wave and THz backhauls. We first
demonstrated that the communications systems in these bands are characterized
by the completely different interference structure and under certain conditions
might operate in noise-limited regime as opposed to interference-limited regime
of most microwave wireless communications systems. We then proceeded ana-
lyzing the service process of a single traffic flow in presence of concurrent flows
of the same priority of a wireless backhaul. Our results showed that relatively
simple queuing models can be used to obtain delay and loss metrics of the ser-
vice process. Taken together, our results showed that that mm-wave and THz
backhauls could serve as reliable wireless backhauls not only for 5G human-
centric mobile systems but can serve as efficient technology for data offloading
from networks sources of Big Data.



Chapter 5

Conclusions

Although the WSNs are widely considered as one of the sources of Big Data,
the problems associated with these systems have not been deeply addressed in
the past. One of the reason is that, it is the number of networks that are con-
ventionally considered as contributors to Big Data not the individual networks.
Motivated by the recent progress in conventional and principally new WSNs the
presented thesis have concentrated on individual networks acting as sources of
Big Data.

We have identified the following two critical issues related to such systems:

• how to efficiently collect the data in WSNs;

• how to efficiently deliver the collected data to the Internet backbone (e.g.,
cloud data storage).

While addressing these questions the following main conclusions have been
made:

• We have argued that the micro/nano WSNs including both electromag-
netic and bio-inspired ones could serve as individual sources of Big Data.
The reasons are the specifics of encoding techniques (e.g., DNA-encoding)
that induce a significant transmission overhead and the required simplicity
of end devices that may not be capable of extracting information from the
encoded data.

• The routed nature of conventional macro-scale WSNs significantly limits
their application scope preventing from fast explosion of such systems in
various industrial sectors. We have shown that the use of new data col-
lection mechanisms may principally extend the lifetime of WSNs opening
new markets and eventually leading to drastic increase of the generated
traffic.

• We have demonstrated that the capacity of modern cellular systems can
be insufficient to cover the needs of prospective WSNs applications. A
set of new wireless technologies operating upper in the electromagnetic
spectrum, such as millimeter wave or terahertz bands, is needed.

• The interference structure in millimeter and terahertz frequency bands is
fundamentally different from that of microwaves with highly directional

39
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antennas, molecular absorption, and human blocking affecting the result-
ing picture. We have shown that taking these factors together, wire-
less communications systems in these bands may operate in noise-limited
regime with interference providing negligible impact on the overall system
performance.

• Millimeter wave and terahertz systems may serve as wireless backhauls
connecting the network sources of Big Data to the Internet backbone (e.g.,
cloud data storage). We have demonstrated that relatively simple queuing
models can be used to assess traffic performance in such systems.
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The second part of this thesis includes six publications referred to as [P1]-
[P6]. None of these publications have been used as part of any other thesis.
Works [P3] and [P6] are articles published in scientific journals and the rest are
conference papers.

The major contribution of each of the main publications is clarified below.

Description of Publications
• [P1] M. Komarov, “Network challenges of new sources of big data” , In
Proc. of the 17th IEEE Conference on Business Informatics (CBI 2015),
2015. Ch. 1. P. 27-36.

Description

The aim of [P1] was to identify and characterize networks as potential
sources of Big Data. In addition to classic modern data collection systems,
such as WSNs, we highlighted that the nano- and micro-scale networks of
the future may impose critical mass of traffic that can be classified as Big
Data. We then proceeded describing potential pitfalls in Big Data collec-
tion techniques and delivery processes to the handling point identifying
these two as the critical challenges of the Big Data generation networks.
The next three publications tackle the issues of data generation while the
latter two address the problems of information delivery.

• [P2] M. Komarov, D. Moltchanov, “System design and analysis of UAV-
assisted BLE wireless sensor systems” in Wired/Wireless Internet Com-
munications, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pp. 284–296, Springer
International Publishing, 2016.

Description

We have started considering the data generation and collection process
in Big Data generation networks with conventional WSN systems in [P2].
Particularly, we first highlighted the routed nature modern WSNs as the
dominating factor in energy consumption of nodes affecting the network
lifetime and preventing the use of WSNs in many applications, where cost
and energy efficiency are the two critical factors of interest. We then
proceeded proposing a concept of a single-hop non-routed system, where
UAVs are used for data collection and then demonstrated that the network
lifetime could be drastically increased. We have also argued that once the
problem of short network lifetime is solved the application of WSNs may
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significantly widen with a lot more data coming from such systems in the
near future.

• [P3] M. Komarov, B. Deng, V. Petrov, D. Moltchanov, “Performance
analysis of simultaneous communications in bacterial nanonetworks” in
Nano Communication Networks, vol.8, pp.55-67, 2016.

Description

We have continued analyzing the process of data collection in potential
network sources of Big Data in [P3], where we concentrated on the informa-
tion delivery in bio-inspired nano/micro systems. Although such systems
are characterized by rather limited amount of actual data transmitted, the
DNA encoding techniques leads to the large arrays of raw data collected,
thus, allowing to classify these systems as potential sources of Big Data.
We have used a mathematical apparatus of the absorbing Markov chains
to analytically model the process of information delivery in absence and
presence of concurrent transmissions.

• [P4] A. Nguyen, M. Komarov, D. Moltchanov, “Coverage and Network
Requirements of a Flash Crowd Monitoring System Using Users’ Devices”
in Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Springer International Publishing,
2016.

Description

The [P4] concludes our investigation of the network sources of Big Data.
Here, we have proposed a system for real-time monitoring of instantaneous
people gatherings, also known as “flash crowds”. We have proposed the
principle of using end users’ mobile equipment such as smartphones and/or
tablets for collecting aural and visual information. The carried out perfor-
mance evaluation using the developed simulation framework has demon-
strated that the modern cellular systems are sufficient to handle aural
information load from the monitoring system. For real-time transmission
of visual information novel wireless technologies such as those operating
in millimeter wave or terahertz frequency bands are needed.

• [P5] V. Petrov, M. Komarov, D. Moltchanov, J. M. Jornet, and Y. Kouch-
eryavy, "Interference Analysis of EHF/THF Communications Systems
with Blocking and Directional Antennas”, In Proc. of the 2016 IEEE
Global Communications Conference (GLOBECOM), 2016

Description

The problem of information delivery from the network sources of Big Data
is investigated in [P5] and [P6]. First, in [P5], the attention is paid to
characterizing the mean interference structure in millimeter wave and
terahertz systems that can potentially serve as backhauls for Big Data.
Particularly, the mean interference as a function of molecular absorption
coefficient, antenna directivity angle and different antenna patterns has
been investigated. The effect of blocking of high frequency radiation has
also been taken into account. In this publication we have shown that for
the considered bands the interference may, in fact, be negligible leading
to noise-limited wireless channels’ performance.
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• [P6] V. Petrov, M. Komarov, D. Moltchanov, J. M. Jornet, and Y. Kouch-
eryavy, “Interference and SINR in millimeter wave andterahertz communi-
cation systems withblocking and directional antennas”, Accepted to IEEE
Transactions on Wireless Communications, 2016.

Description

In [P6] we have extended the analysis terahertz networks to the case
of signal-to-interference-plus-noise (SINR) metric. We characterized the
mean and variance of the SINR as a function of antenna models, absorp-
tion coefficient, antenna directivity and blocking. The model has also been
extended to take into account the effect of molecular noise. We have first
demonstrated that in presence of molecular absorption in the path loss
model there is no analytical Laplace transmform inverse of the interfer-
ence density from a single node and proposed to approximate moments
of interference using the Taylor series expansion. We have demonstrated
that although the use of highly directive antennas greatly increases the ag-
gregate interference the ultimate effect on SINR is positive. Blocking on
LoS paths between interferers and the receiver of interest also increases
the mean SINR values. Finally, the type of the antenna model highly
affects the results not only quantitatively but qualitatively as well.

Author’s Contribution

The research work summarized in this thesis has been mostly carried out
in the Department of Electronics and Communications Engineering, Tampere
University of Technology, Finland. The author of this thesis is the main con-
tributor to [P1], [P2], [P3]. The author’s contribution to [P4],[P5] and [P6] is
equal to the contribution of the first authors of the corresponding publications.
The reported research has been done by the author, guided by his supervisor
Prof. Yevgeni Koucheryavy and by his instructor Dr. Dmitri Moltchanov.

In [P1], the author has worked closely with his instructor defining the prob-
lems associated with networks acting as sources of Big Data. Identification of
the future nano/micro networking systems as potential source of Big Data is
due to the author. The writing load has been done by the author as well.

In [P2], [P3] the author formulated the general problem associated with infor-
mation delivery in modern routed WSNs and bio-inspired micro/nano networks,
respectively. He also specified the models, proposed the modeling approaches
and performed analysis of the systems. The author was the principal writer for
[P2] and [P3].

The proposed design for flash crowds monitoring system in [P4] was the joint
idea of the author and Mr. A. Nguyen. In this publication, the author was also
responsible for developing simulation environment and obtaining the associated
numerical results. The writing load was fairly divided between the author and
Mr. A. Nguyen.

The work in [P5] is a joint study with PhD student Mr. V. Petrov. The au-
thor contributed to the system model and was responsible for mean interference
calculation applying the Campbell’s theorem. The writing load was divided
between the author and Mr. V. Petrov.

Similarly to [P5], the work in [P6] has been conducted in close collaboration
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with PhD student Mr. V. Petrov. The author performed to derivation of mo-
ments of SINR using the Taylor series expansion and computation of first and
second moment of interference from a single node using Campbell’s theorem.
The writing load was fairly shared between the author and Mr. V. Petrov.
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